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help viewers better understand complex 
information.

 “We knew this was going to be a 
huge election and we wanted a space 
that would convey the magnitude of 
this event for both the viewer and pre-
senter. I was also trying to create some-
thing that felt like it could be anywhere, 
any city,” says Easter. 

“It’s about being part of America, 
because it’s not a New York conversa-
tion, it’s a countrywide conversation, so 
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The midterm election coverage from ABC News 
was visually ambitious as a result of a winning 
combination of set design, previs and mapping 
skills. It also offered another level of interactivity 
and information using AR. Zoe Mutter reports on 

how they are breaking news boundaries.

The studio tech 
making headline news

that’s where I started this process. It 
was also about creating something that 
felt like we could have everyone 
included, talking together, working 
together. Showing viewers that we’re 
working to get the information and facts 
and that everyone is seen and heard.”

Conveying magnitude 
through set design
Boasting more than 18 million video 
pixels, 400 individual lights for talent 

ABC NEWS, US

and scenery; more than 25,000 square 
feet of scenery and video, over half a 
mile of aluminum truss, eight trailers of 
scenery and video screens, the studio 
spectacular required five months of sce-
nic and video planning and took seven 
weeks to load in and build. The aug-
mented reality element alone demanded 
a year of preparation, design and pro-
gramming and around 1,000 hours of 
data testing.

Easter led the design of the innova-
tion-packed studio, working with a tal-
ented team of technical and creative 
experts including Aronow-Thiel; Gar-
gle; art directors, Megan Dohmlo and 
Leslie Segrete; executive director, engi-
neering; studio operations at ABC 
News, Ryan McCormick; and 3D 
design, previs and projection mapping 
expert, Peter Acken. Robert Alvarez 
specified the video package and sys-
tems and Cory and Bill Talaska from 

Filmwerks helped engineer and build 
the set. 

Based around a circular LED struc-
ture on the floor of the studio, multiple 
surfaces in the space were projection 
mapped to precision. The expansive 
and vibrant two-storey set was designed 
to accommodate 60 people, including 
22 news anchors. With the ModTruss 
modular truss system clad in alumin-
ium Dibond forming the foundation of 
the set, the studio also incorporated an 
abundance of video panels, custom 
glass pieces, staircases, wrap-around 
LED panels, a web streaming studio 
space and control areas for lighting and 
augmented reality. Dennis Size of The 
Lighting Group created a fitting light-
ing design to illuminate the space. 

An engaging visual 
environment
Most equipment making up the tempo-
rary set was supplied by VER, includ-
ing the LED screens in the studio which 
comprised ROE Visual panels for the 
desks, floor monitor, hero wall at the 
back of the studio and the middle ticker 
between floors. The cycloramic video-
walls around the studio were ROE Car-
bon series CB5 panels and the shots of 
the host and guests were displayed on 
ROE Black Onyx BO2 LED screens. 

Elsewhere in the studio, Ever-
brighten BR5C and BR3 LED panels 
and Revolution Blade LED strips were 
chosen. WinVision Air 9mm formed 
the upper cycloramic cityscape, Bar-
co’s 5mm product made up the lower 
cyc and upper and lower tickers and 
Planar 98in touchscreens were selected 
for some of the other upper screens. 

The LED portion of the project, 
which began in July, focused around a 
central LED floor built from ROE Vis-
ual Black Marble BM4 panels and was 
used to create AR technology-based 
visuals. The visuals and AR experience 
allowed the audience to focus on the 

presenters while viewing more detailed 
information on the election in the form 
of engaging visuals and content.

“The AR-heavy content required a 
high-res floor product and the ROE 
floor - which had just been added to 
VER’s inventory - fitted the bill,” says 
LED crew chief at VER, Luke Pilato.

Multiple types of graphics featured 
in the live broadcast, from 8K and 
above for the canvas to low-res for the 
LED blades. All graphics direction 
came from Easter whose team relied 
upon a variety of content creation plat-
forms working in different disciplines - 
such as the entire Adobe CC Collection, 
Auto Desk, 3ds Max and SketchUp - to 
ensure the large scale project ran 
smoothly.

Sophisticated systems 
design process
The systems design process was headed 
up by Robbie Alvarez, key systems 
designer on the project, while VER’s 
Pilato handled LED configurations and 
video engineer, Erik Seefranz, set up all 
multiviewers and HD and SDI input 
and managed server output routing.

Peter Acken was responsible for cre-
ating grids, configuring the Green 
Hippo Hippotizer media server, patch-
ing the MA Lighting grandMA con-
soles, content creation and handling 3D 
mapping. He also built all previs mod-
els using Easters’ master 3D project.

“This was an unprecedented devel-
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opment in the size and scope of news 
rooms,” says Acken. “We were touted 
as the largest news room set ever, rival-
ling largescale LED productions like 
the Tony Awards in terms of square 
footage of LED.”

Construction of the 3D models and 
creation of the content templates that 
would map all surfaces as well as 
patching the system, ensuring the pre-
vis worked and programming, was an 
ongoing process which lasted 48 days 
from pre-production to live event.

Previs carried out in the Hippotizer 
server was used to confirm what would 
be built in the ABC News studio. “The 
support Green Hippo provided through-
out the project was invaluable as we 
had to create new workflows on the 
fly,” says Acken. “We utilised this time 
to find the best ways to map the room in 
3D for the real world.”

A flexible and fluid system
Hippotizer mapped and played back 
content on 10 of the 13 screen surfaces 
making up the newsroom. These out-
puts, which spread across 20 zones of 
screens, comprised cycloramic videow-
alls covering three walls of the studio; 
news tickers (two of which wrapped 
around the entire studio); four news 
desks which the anchors and contribu-
tors were seated at; 16 LED blade col-
umns; two sets of gates behind the hero 
screen; the East wall of the studio; both 
staircases; and a one-pixel blade accent 
for one of the news tickers.

To guarantee precise and impactful 
mapping, Acken worked with Easter 
and VER’s Alvarez to examine Easter’s 
design and offer technical solutions. 
“Once we knew what we had to control, 
combined with the flexibility Seth 
required, we knew Green Hippo was 
the server to output from and the 
grandMA lighting desk was the best 
platform for control,” says Acken. “We 
also chose Hippotizer because we 

needed to see what all layers were 
doing at all times.”

Since 2005, Acken has integrated 
lighting desks into his workflow and 
the grandMA lighting desk was a major 
component of the video control for the 
election coverage. “grandMA software 
has an open side to the platform which 
we leveraged to create components that 
are video or art department centric,” 
says Acken. “It’s such a powerful tool; 
from the macros that select any number 
of screens and loads them in less than 
10 keystrokes to presets, cueing, time-
line control and colour correction that 
allow us to composite in realtime.”

By using presets and content build-
ing blocks the team can change their 
workflow instantly. “We have gone so 
far as to control camera routers, switch-
ers and use MIDI as an input and out-
put,” adds Acken. “By controlling the 
Hippotizer with a grandMA we have 
such a flexible fluid system.”

Seamless mapping
Achieving seamless content mapping 
across the studio required the team to 
make the cycloramic videowalls that 
surrounded three sides of the studio - 
which had 9mm on top and 5mm on the 
bottom - work together as if they were 
all 5mm. Utilising a master After 
Effects project created by Acke which 
could render out 9mm LED content that 
looked like 5mm LED content the team 
relied on their Excel and mathematics 
skills to create custom grids that indi-
cated where each pitch of LED product 
was located in the full studio map. The 
content team used this to build and test 
in previs.

To build the 3D models that content 
for the LED blades would use to map, 
Acken ran the entire blade system as a 
video screen instead of a lighting prod-
uct, with all LED blades residing in a 
single Hippotizer output. 

“Using Hippo Mixes and Viewports 
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Live news broadcasts  are 
becoming more immersive 
with the help of ambitious 
programming such as the 

midterm election coverage from ABC 
News. Broadcast from the 5,000 square 
foot custom-made and entirely LED, 
360-degree Studio TV2 at ABC’s Lin-
coln Square headquarters in New York, 
the coverage was also enhanced by 
augmented reality.

When selecting the most suitable 
innovations to enhance the viewer 
experience ABC News senior produc-
tion designer, Seth Easter; director 
graphics operations, Tamar Gargle; and 
creative director, Hal Aronow-Theil, 
had a clear vision of what they needed 
to achieve. They endeavoured to avoid 
cutting away to full-screen graphics 
when presenting data, instead incorpo-
rating technology to produce creative, 
interactive storytelling which would Augmented reality helped create an immersive experience for viewers Perfect pairing: Green Hippo’s Hippotizer and MA Lighting’s grandMA desks

The spectacular temporary set boasted more than 18 million 
video pixels, 400 lights for talent and scenery and more than 
25,000 square feet of scenery and video

“We knew this was going to 
be a huge election and we 
wanted a space that would 
convey the magnitude of this 
event for both the viewer and 
presenter.”
Seth Easter 
Senior production designer, 
ABC News
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we created six individual blade outputs 
inside a single output,” he says. “Work-
ing with the 3D models created in 3ds 
Max we could route mixes onto the 3D 
models in Hippotizer previs, giving us 
pinpoint accuracy when placing custom 
content.”

To make the previs work a greater 
number of mixes were required than the 
16 offered by Green Hippo’s Boreal+ 
media server. Therefore Acken created 
custom previs layers with only the 
attribute needed for the previsualisa-
tion. Routing the jigsaw puzzle of 13 
LED screens, seven blade screens and 
live inputs from ABC’s AR team was 
then achieved thanks to Alvarez’s 
team’s complex routing.

All under control
As well as mapping surfaces, Hip-
potizer manipulated multiple content 
attributes including colour correction, 
scaling and playback speed. It was also 
responsible for layering of content to 
allow for flexibility.

“We manipulated content using in 
point programming to play content for-
ward and backwards when required,” 
says Acken. “This was used for all 
screen transitions from Senate and 
House takeovers, as well as power up 
or power down transitions for commer-
cial ins and outs.”

The Hippotizer along with the 
grandMA desk also controlled the play-
back speed of text for the newsroom 
tickers. “One of the big problems with 
LED text tickers is text crawl jitter, but 
we were able to stabilise this with Hip-
potizer,” says Acken. “As the server 
also provided previs during all phases 
of production we didn’t need to be in 
the studio to work with screens which 
was pivotal as there was no space in the 
studio for the Hippotizer system.”

Acken expects news studios of the 

future will likely include control room 
systems that can manage multiple com-
ponents of the studio, from LED walls, 
monitor and systems switching to rout-
ing and robotic cameras: “Green Hippo 
media servers and grandMA lighting 
desks can control multiple systems out-
side of the systems common to today’s 
utilisation which makes them useful for 
ambitious projects such as the ABC 
News election broadcast.”

AR integration
All augmented reality content was pro-
duced in house by ABC News. “There 
was so much interest in this particular 
midterm election and there was a lot at 
stake for the American public,” says 
director of graphics operations, Tamar 
Gargle. 

“We knew for almost a year before 
that it was going to be important and we 
needed to do something big to reflect 
how important it would be. 

“We had been experimenting with 
AR on Good Morning America and 
wanted to build on those successes so 
we started working in January 2018 on 
concepts for both AR and how it would 
integrate with the set.” 

The augmented reality portion of the 
broadcast was created using the Mo-
Sys optical tracking system mounted to 
cameras which communicated with 

abcnews.go.com
www.green-hippo.com
www.ver.com
roevisual.com
www.malighting.com
www.aminyc.com
www.mediabridge.digital
www.vizrt.com

CONTACTS

Vizrt realtime 3D graphics engines. A 
web of tracking markers (reflective 
stickers) were applied to the lighting 
grid and to the set pieces in the ceiling. 

“These markers were ‘mapped’ by 
the tracking system and used by the 
sensors in the cameras to calculate 
where the camera was within the studio 
space,” explains Gargle. 

“The data from the sensors was sent 
to our Vizrt graphics system which 
interpolates the tracking data and places 
the 3D graphics in the ‘real’ space so 
the illusion of the Capitol Building and 
the chambers appeared within our set.” 

In addition to the tracking and graph-
ics technology, a team of designers and 
developers from AstuceMedia helped 
Gargle and the ABC News team 
achieve their creative vision which was 
to tie physical screens and augmented 
reality together to maintain the illusion 
for the viewer.    

Gargle knew creating a 3D Capitol 
and House and Senate chamber that 
displayed realtime results in the studio 
would be a new and dynamic way to 
present the information. 

The cameras were able to get close to 
the House and Senate seats as the races 
were projected, but the viewer could 
also see them as part of a whole. 

“We were also able to explain exit 
poll results. Our anchors could call up 
the results in realtime from touch 
screens. 

“It allowed us to show the statistics 
in a more meaningful and three-dimen-
sional way for the viewer to under-
stand,” she adds. 

“The AR became an immersive 
viewing experience for the audience 
and we did not need to break away from 
our experts for full screen graphics. The 
visualisations allowed the audience to 
remain in the room with our informa-
tion and our team of experts.”  

Non-invasive AR
Acken and the previs and mapping 
team then provided routing and 
equipment and created a hyper 
accurate grid for the ABC News team 
to use to align the AR content. The 
process involved making a one-inch, 
oval-shaped grid for the LED pool 
which comprised the entire studio floor 
and allowed the AR team to accurately 
map content to the LED floor. Built 
using Easter’s CAD file, the grid 
calculated pixels per foot which was 
then converted into a map that worked 
with the pixels available.

“We live in a visual world and people 
prefer to be invited to experience 
answers in realtime,” says Acken. 
“Augmented reality was essential 
because it quickly shows how informa-
tion has changed in a way that’s 
instantly relatable. It takes the static 
talking head out of the news by allow-
ing the anchor to interact with the data 
being presented.

Emerging technology such as AR 
can be used to great effect but it can be 
challenging to master. “The broadcast 
team at ABC News has the advantage 
of an augmented reality team that’s 
incredibly creative and capable, with a 
deep knowledge base of signal routing 
and systems integrations and I think the 
team produced the best non-invasive 
integration of anchor and AR in any 
live TV broadcast,” says Acken.

Acken believes augmented reality 
will have a huge impact on the way 
audiences experience future news 
broadcasts: “Many broadcasts utilise 
AR on some level but most of it is not 
3D. The best AR should appear to 
belong in the space it’s used while 
being non-invasive which is difficult to 
pull off. While virtual reality headsets 
appeal to a large segment, AR use with-
out headsets in broadcast and elsewhere 
is where I believe the widespread 
acceptance of such emerging technolo-
gies will begin.”

Easter concludes: “As technology 
continues to advance it’s our job to find 
ways to utilise it in a way that will fur-
ther help our audience understand and 
absorb all the news and data that’s out 
there.” 

Based around a circular LED structure on the studio floor, multiple surfaces in the space were projection mapped

“This was an unprecedented 
development in the size and 
scope of news rooms. We 
were touted as the largest 
news room set ever, rivalling 
largescale LED productions 
like the Tony Awards in terms 
of square footage of LED.”
Peter Acken
3D design, previs and projection 
mapping expert
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